NQT Programme 2016 – 2017 (Draft)
Joint Conference – with Springfield TSA
Beginning your career
Establishing your classroom
Exploring Behaviour Management Techniques
SEN and EAL
Venue: Kesgrave High School

Date: 4th October 2016
1.30 – 5.00

Hear from recent NQTs and receive top tips about how to survive your first year!
Advice from experienced teachers about the best ways to establish your classroom, manage different relationships
and how to meet the expectations within your school.
Practical and effective ways to promote good behaviour within the classroom. The session will provide strategies to
ensure a positive learning environment within lessons and smooth transitions in-between and around school. In
addition, you will be given the opportunity to share tried and tested ideas with others.
Strategies for how to deal with the multitude of needs that may occur within your classrooms, from those that enter
the classroom with very little English to those with specific learning needs.

Cost: £60

Joint Conference– with Springfield TSA
Date: 8th March 2017
1.30 – 5.00
A range of highly practical workshops with ideas to take away and use the next day. Areas covered include how to
engage and motivate students, assess their progress and be a brilliant form tutor – all this while managing your time
effectively! There will also be the opportunity to talk to fellow NQTs and share ideas.
Venue: Farlingaye High School

Cost: £60

Secondary Only Conference
Venues: Farlingaye & Kesgrave High Schools (subject dependent)

Date: 22nd June 2017
AM - TBC

An opportunity to fine tune your subject knowledge with “in department” training. A chance to revisit and build on
existing practice with confidence and enable you to teach the full range of key stages. Where appropriate practical
opportunities will be provided. The subject knowledge conference will be tailored to the needs of the delegates with
the intention to address any subject knowledge gaps.
Cost: £60

Contact for bookings: Jenny Ellis
Email: jellis@farlingayekesgravetsa.co.uk

Phone: 01473 624855
Web: www.farlingayekesgravetsa.co.uk

Sign up to all 3 events for the year - £150

